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ABSTRACT
need for more consistent and comprehensive

procedures for evaluating faculty performafte.is discussed in this

,newsletter. Declining student enrollments and financial restraints

have created a anoogrowthn climate on campuses and it is suggested

that this environment will require a two-thirAs drop in the demand

for new faculty at a time when the annuarsupply of Ph.D.s is

'increasing. Therefore'a systematic facultr evaluation Orocedure is

suggested that offers administfators a method of ensuring faculty

quality and provides assistance with decisions concerning promoiion,

salary, tenure, and termination. The use of evaluation for faculty

development and instructional improvement is also emphasized. Various

techniques utilized by faculty impxovement programs are mentioned and

the connection between the quality of teaching and improved student

learning is examined. Areas of faculty evaluation often include

instruction research, professional growth and development, student
advising,,uhverSity service, communitr service, administration and

management,* departmental service, and publications. A model of am

evaluation system for assersing individual faculty members is

presented. Multiple sources of data are identified for us, in faculty

evaluation. These include deans, viceviesidents, department

chairmen, other faculty, self-evaluation, and students. Several

recommendations for developing evaluation procedures are included.
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.Another realion for formalized
evaluation tdday is based on the
realization . that informal ap-
proaches to personnel decision-
making may create.major problems
-for administrators if faculty mem-
'bers who.' have been judged nega-
ively wish to contest certain deci-
sions through legal means.

Accrediting agencies also have
recommendations wIth regard to
evaluation. But Harold Wade of the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (SACS) explains: "The
accrediting agency does not stipu-
late what kinds of evaluation proce-
dures should be adopted by the
school. The guidelines are inten-
tionally flexible, and it is conceiv-
able that a school would not meet all
of the suggested criteria, yet still
gain accreditation."

Of course, faculty evaluation sys-
tems are not developed primarily so
that a college or university can pro-
tect itself in...court or gain accredita-
tion. Above and beyond such legal
and institutional considerations,
there is another constituency, the
students, who, in the final analysis,
will benefit most fundamentally
from faculty evaluation systems.
Indeed, more and more colleges and
universities point to the improve-
ment of student learning as the ul-
timate objective of the evaluation of
faculty.

A Delicate Link:
Evaluation and Development

The abundance of literature on
the subject of faculty evaluation
generally discusses two uses for the
data. The first is for the develop-
ment and improvement of indi-
vidual faculty members; the second
is to provide administrators with in-
formation fo be used in making de-
cisions on tenure, promotion, reap-
pointment, and salary. These two
purposes-of faculty evaluation have
as a common goal the imprevement

* of student learning (see sidtbar).
The suggested twojold purpose of

evaluation is widely accepted in
theory. Whether both objectives are
realized, however, is not so certain.
One review of faculty evaluation
practices in the South hotes that "a
glaring problem with present ac- .

tivitie's is that there is often little

'

evidence that the evaluation sys-
tems effectively stimulate or assist,
with faculty development and im-
provement."

How are faculty supposed to "de-
velop add improve?' In many col-
leges and universities arounethe
country, the use of evaluative data
for the continuing development of
faculty is based on the assumption

. that evaluation of faculty will reveal
areas in need of improvement; im-
provement of these areas will yield
better instructors; better instruction
will stimulate improved student
learning.

Mary Lynn Crow, cliret..or of the
Faculty Development Center at the
University of Texas at. Arlington,
says, "The belief that student learn-
ing can be facilitated by improving
the qualtty of instruction has
existed as long as have our institu-
tions of higher education." And
now, efforts to improve the qualify
of instruction and overall, faculty
ability are burgeoning in the form of
faculty development programs in
institutions throughout the United
States.

The multitude of names for these
programsFaculty Development
Center, Career Development Center,
or Center for Instructional
Developmentsuggest significant
differences in purpose. The pur-
poses will usually overlap but a :yp-
ical program will stress one of the
following areas for development:
. ...Instructional.a concentration on

improving teaching effectiveness;
Organizationalaiding faculty
members with their functions
within the framework of the
institution;
Personal providing faculty with
counsel on professional roles,
faculty activities, or career
planning.
The procedures used in the pro-

grams vary as much ai the purposes.
Some programs grant sabbaticals or
leaves of absence to write or do re-
search; some award grants to devise
innovative teaching-methods. Some
conduct workshops, or seminars, or
discussions on methods of teaching,
or advising, or writing. Some pro-
grams-offer instructional diagnosis
while others provide counsel on
persontil matters.-Still others con-,

3
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centrate on developing new media
or communications approaches.

There are almost a. score of the
More sophisticated, forMalized de-
velopment programs located at
major universities around the
South. Oh these campuses it is not
unusual that an entire "center" will
have been set up for this purpose,

\ equipped with the latest in
*teaching/learning resources, and
headed by a directoi whose qualifi-
cations correspond with the specific
goals of the-program.

However, even in some schools
where the faculty development
effort is fairly. comprehensive, °the
approac'h to instructional im-
provement as air: outgrowth of
eValuation is still rather informal.
Isigt all of the faculty development
efforts currentgy underway in the
United States are necessarily tied
into a school's faculty evaluation
system. And, in many cases, this is
strictly intentional.

The "Threat" of Evaluation
"Without a doubt," observes

ijohn , M.. Bevan, vice president for
acadeniic affairs at the College of
Charleston in South Carolina, "the
manner in which faculty evaluation
is introduced has most frequently
left much to lie desired and has elic-
ited canxiety and suspicion which
can't be dismissed as mere figments
of inflamed imagination. In the
minds of many college professors
the ends of evaluation are perceived
al punitive...."

7Spectfically for this reason, many
faculty development programs in-
tentionally dissociated themselves
from any part or process of faculty
evaluation. And today,inore than a
few colleges and universities in the
South endeavor to keep the t.wo

'concepts separate.
"There is a kind of fear of it all,"

says a senior faculty member, "a fear
that anything connected 'with
evaluation might turn out to be less
useful to faculty than it could be."

The sentiment, in this case,
evolves from a "bad experience
When the school's evaluation sys-
tern was introduced under the aegis
of self-improvement but was used
soon thereafter for personnel deci-
.si ohs only. Proponents say that such

7'



situations have unnecessailly re-
tarded the concept of facult evalu-
tion in higher education.

On the other hand, the history of °
the faculty development concept
through the 1960s and 1970s has

o produced a "nationally-recognized
movement in higher educatibn."
Leaders of this movement think o'fit
as a constantly evolving and as yet
imperfect attempt to ieeducate fac-
ulty and administrators alike.

Although, as Dr. Bevan says, the
p'rimary goals of faculty evaluation
and fatulty development are in a
sense identical, it has been sug-
gested that the relationship between
the two will grow stronger only,
when the procedures fur using the
data for the improvement of faculty
abilities beconie as well defined as
they are for the making of personnel
decisions.

Some schools are waiting for more
"tried and true" procedurEd informa-
tion to be established in thii regard.
Meanwhile, it is thought that, as fad-
ulty evaluation continues to "open
up" and become more equitable, its
real potential will consist in provid-
ing faculty development programs
with a 'wealth of relevant,
performance-related information.

Components of the
Evaluation System

What areas of faculty perfor-
mance are evaluated? The most fre-
quently stressed 'activities are in-

.. struction, research, professional
growth and development, student
advising, university ,service, com-
munity service, administration and
management, departmental service,
and publications. The extent tot
which each of these activities is as-
sessed depends largely on thp field
of study and the type of school.

Not only are the large, doctoral-
granting institutions more likely to
place a high priority on research,
.hut they are also more likely than
many smaller schools to have a sys-,
tematized, detailed approach to
evaluation that is used primarily for
the making of personnel decisions.

A 1977 SREB report on faculty
evaluation practices in the South
suggested that "administrators of
large, comprehensive universities

't
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tend to be less concerned about
needing to improve ,the effective-
ness of their teaching personnel and
more alert to the complicationS of
managing a large staff which moves
through a complex pipeline of sal-
ary increases, promotions, tenure
appointments, and decisions not to
reappoint."

The same study prcposes that the
larger schools may ft el more of the
legal pressuresim Wutional and
otherwisethan the smaller

4
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schools, all of which contribute to
the more detailed, formal, and sys-
tematized approaches found in the
senior institutions. A related SREB
project, completed earlier this year,
acknowledges that these same pres-
sures are beginning to manifest
themselves in the South in both lib-
eral arts and community colleges.

Two years ago, SREE began a
project, supported by the Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education (FIPSE), to help imple-

.460`
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ment or revise evaluation systems in
Southern colleges and universities.
The project sought hot only to en-
courage specific institutions to im-

. prove their faculty evaluation prac-
tices, but also to provide for these
improvcments a broad rationalelhat
could be adopted by different types
of colleges and universities.

In a series of regional conferences
and visits to iiidividual -campuses,
the project staff and consultants
discussed the advantages of sharing
resources and helped make the par-

.ticipants aware of the evaluation
processes at other schools to gel an
idea of what was.being done, what
tended to "work," and how to spire
themselves some of the frustration
of "reinventing the wheel."

Although this advice was goner-.
ally heeded, some schools reported
that they found it helpful to start
from scratch, feeling that the "very
process of designing activities was
helpful in generating understand-
ing and support among the various
institutional constituencies."

All of the 30. participating col-
leges and universities agreed that
the formulation of clear statements
of purpose was an essentiai first
step. Wh.le this proud to be, easier
said than done't most of the schools

t".77.Vrt.,:,VINUPS"
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kept the channels of Communica-
tion open and moved ahead. Even-
tually, statements of purpose were
forged,,even though the exchange
among faculty, adminiatrators,and
students unearthed many unantici-
Pated prablerrisk s

For example, problems arose
when local task forces tried to de-
fine *hat the criteria would be for
faculty performance, how the in-
formation was to be collected, and
how the administration would in-
terpret the data. The SREB project
staff also noted that in ,some in-
stances general apathy, coupled
with widespread belief in the in-
sup'erability of institutional inertia,
proved to be among the most dif-
ficult barrhirs -encountered.

Most campus teams found the
going smoother once ,the proposed
evaluation system was broken
down, analyzed, and tackled piece
.by piece. The more successful at-
tempts outlined'as a philosophy the
essential facets: what areas would
be evaluated, 'how much "weight"
would be given to any particular
area, who would do the evaluatihg,
and how the results would be used.

At Jackson State Community Col-
lege,.in Jacksoh, Tennessee, these
fundamentals were woven into a

ASS' °V
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."distribution of effort" model;
whiWis representative of gpe of the
mOre popular apiiroachestto faculty

,evaluation (see model).
Mississippi College, in -Clinton,

also adopted a distribution method
whereby each faculty member sits
down wit,ti a department held and
prepares a list of activities for,the
coming year, which then. becomes
the basis for subsequent evaluation.
in this way, the feculty member has
some control over what areas of per-
formance will be evaluated and how
much emphasius will be given to
specific-activities.

A recurrent question that sparked
considerable debate in almost all
of the 30 participating colleges

fend universities had to do with
what Ota syrces would be used.
Exact4f who would be doing the
evaluating?

The aisumption that multiple
souxes of data are-desirable leads to
the administration taking a very ac-
tive role in the evaluation prbcess.
(In most cases, this consisted of
academic deans, vice presidents,
and/or department chairmen.) in
addition, the information from. ad-
ministrators is likely to be used
heavily in, both personnel and rfac-
plty development deciiions.

I
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Another source of information,
the fact* self-evaluation, can be a
valuable, non-threatening way, to
help faculty help themselves. In this
way they can assess and amend
their performance against *a set of
self-imposed standards and goals.
Self-evaluation has been found to be
especially effective when faculty
rate their performance en the same
kind of questionnaire thaf the stu-
'dents are asked to use when rating
instruction. Subsequent compari-
sons are thought to be irery helpful
to faculty.

Colleagues and peers are another
source of information in the evaluaz
tion of faculty. lig,most accounts,
including experience of the recent
SREB projeat, peer review is re--
striated mainly to appraisals of what
course materials were used in the
class sessions and what a given fac-
ulty member included in the course
syllabus. The SREB study con,-
firmed that the visitation. of 'class
sessions by peers proved valuable
and feasible usually by' way of in-
formal criticism. Few schools in the
study had built-in visitation re-
quirements, although most consid-
ered this to be 'in option.

One approaA that has met with
'some success, especially with re-
_gard to the improvement ,of
ing, is the use, of "triads." In this
type of system, as explained by Jerry
Gaff director of the General Educe- .

tion Models Project, three-member
teams (triads) work together each
year to assass' each other's perfor-
mance as teachers and to identify
areas that they would like to have
observed by peers. Then they visit
each other's class sessions and p;e-
pare critiques. Dr. Gaff remarks that
the triads "have proved to be a very
effective means of developing a
community of teacIFers who are
capable of scrutinizinf their own
performance as well as that of their
colleagues...."

jackson State Community College
is one school that has dealt forth-
rightly with evaluation by peers.
Wifhin its "distribution of effort"
system, peers are the principal
evaluators of course syllabi.

This review is a determination of
whether a syllabus is concise, com-
prehensive, clear, and well-

I:
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organized. The actual course con-
tent and objectives are not really
subject to debate, as they are usually
agreed upon previously by the
teacher and the division chairman;
but they are rated on whether the*
arewritten in terms of student learn-
ing outcomes.

For all teachers at this college, re-
gardless of any administrative
duties that they may have, the syl-
labi reviews by peers count at least

0 percent of the total annual evalu-
ation of performance.

Although the use of students as a
source of information is generally
greater than any other source, the

6.
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acceptability of this practice is stilt
controversial in many quarters. ,

Heavy reliance on some kind of
form for student rating of instruc,
tion was common among the earlier
systems of evaluation at schools in
the SREB project. However, in sev-
eral instances there was some un-
.Aartainty about how much impact
the student information was still
having. As it turned out, most of the
30 schools adopted as a preliminary
objective the revision of the student
rating form (see sample questions).

Some of the resistance to using
the students as an information
. source in faculty evaluation stems

.
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from an ap. prehension 'that students
are incapable of making the fine dis-
tincttons necessary in an evaluation
of instruction, or that students can-
not be expented to pass jtidgment on
bow well a subject was covered
when they may know little about the
subject in the firstplace.

A faculty member at the Univer-
sity of Georgia, who has worked WI
developmeht of faculty evaluation,
recently expressed concern that the
ata collected from student rating
forms had impact with; evaluators
wily when the results were mainly
negative. ..

Thus, the question arises, Is stu-
4ent feedback on teaching a valid'

,lource of evaluative information?
Much of the prevailing opinion
holds the answer to be yes. In the
evolution of _faculty evaluation, stu-
dent information, more than any
other source, has been Stu`clied and
scrutinized down to the last detail.
Even the staunchest opponents
cdncede some value: simply, that
the students are direct, daily par-

s ticipants in the very process that is
under consideration.

Some of the schools in the SREB
project developed their own student
rating forms, while others adapted
"ifationally-proven" ones. Al-
though the resultant information
was helpful in evaluating faculty
performance both inside and out-
side the classroom, individual
committees warn of a.danger in rely-
ing too much on itudelit feedback in
making final decisions. Other re-
search tends to support the idea of
using multiple sources for final
decisions; -one research group cau-
tions that "relying only on the stu-
dent ratings can give as great a
distortion as abandoning them
altogether."

Researchers at Otterbein Oollege
in Ohio found an unusual use of
students as an information source in
a study of a"doctoral level institu-
tion. Student committees at that
particular university, appointed by
departmental administrators, con-
ducted thorough investigations of
faculty performance, mainly in the
area of teaching. The comeittees'
procedures.included random inter-
views ivith students, peers, the fac
ulty member in question, and also

looked at the teaching materials that
were being used. The committees
then wrote detailed accoupts
their finclings. The Otterbein
researchers reported that "several
department chairmen celled these
reports the beat sources of informa-
tion received."

kielpful Criteria for
veloping Systems

The ways in which the colleges
and universities that participafed in
the SREB project developed the
evaluation components mentioned
here, as well as others, were studied
by a team df consultants who looked
for aspects that the more successful
systems had in common. The most
impor.tant consideration, they
determined, was that the full and
unwavering support of the
administration was critical. In fact, .

the 'consultants xeported ?that this
factor "far outdistances all others in
importance."

The second most important factor
.was the involvement of faculty in
every phase of a system's develop-
ment. To this combination of ad-
ministrative support and faculty in-
volvement, a crucial third, cohipo-
nent must be added, namely, the
ironing out of a. statement of pur-
pose delineating the pkilosophy
and uses of the evaluation.

Another factor that helped to
ward off apathy or resistance, the
consultants found, was a school's
historical acceptance of the.coacept
of evaluation. The newer institu-
tions tended not to have built up
-rigid traditions in that regard. In
those schools that did have such a
hestory, faculty dissatisfaction with
the status quo sometimes actually
helped to spark an interest in the
redevelopment of fhe evaluation
system (see Questions and
Answers).

Step One: The Statement of
Purpose

In the process of trying to ievelop
more equitable systems of evalua-
tion, most of the 30 Southern col-
leges and universities that partici
pated in the SREB project iecog-
nized that faculty tend to warm
slowly to all of this. One of the uni-

1.)

Versals of faculty evaluation seemS
tp be that the effort' can rarely begip.
with a clean slate: preconceived'
notfons will have, encpatbered an
already diffthult task. And, any
realific approach to evaluation
shou d anticipate a certain amount
.01 reiistance.

-Clearly, an essential point to be
gleaned from the recent SREB proj-
ect, as well as from the efforts of
institutions and organizations
across the country, is that higher,
education is tryinglo 'flake the pro-
cess of faculty evaluation more
equitable, more accurate, and more
applfcable to both :individual and
instittitiorial goals.

Toward that end, one of the most I
consistently advocated procedures
is the involvement of faculty from
the initial conceptualizing, through
development of all forms and pro-
cedups, ahd during the final stagel
of implementation.

Several of the earlier SREB case
studies illustrate this need. At these
schools, the absence of faculty in-
volvement resulted in a fundamen-
lel confusion between faculty and
administration about the reason for
the evaluation. What was its pur-
posetIronicalli, faculty concluded
it was for the making of personnel
decisions While the administration
field it was for the improvelment of
faculty performance.

It is thought that, at its core, this
imbalance of expectations denotes a
lack or communication, fueled
probably by a loosely constructed or
unclear statement of purpose.

When there is no solid, agreed-
upon statement of purpose, gray
areas are' seen to develop in which
personnel 'decisions- may take the
shape of "developmental" actions.
Moreover,..the need lor an open ex-
change between faculty and ad-
ministration is made obvious by the
fact that the two purposes of faculty
evaluation, institutional and indi-
vidual improvement, share a com-
mon objectivethe improvement
of student learning.

Faculty and administration at
most of the schools cited here did
eventually.pall together and work
oura mutually-agreeable statement.
of purpose. From the strength of that
base, significant progress was made.

;
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Ouistions and 0.4nawari on Faculty Evaluation
Can faculty appeal the decision of en evaluation?
One of the many So Othem institutions that hava.estabilsheg forihal appeals procedures for ihis

purpose is the University of. Kentucky. Thee, a faculty mentor who disagrees with the evaluation
results may take the complaint to an appeels committee established by each college dean. ft

necessary, the mg step is review through 'prooedures established by the vice president for
academic affairs. Once this latter action hat beehOureued, a finaldecision, if needed, rests with the

vice president for academic affairs. Throughout the appealsprocess, oath stageofrivieW Uses as a

Quids line the faculty evaluation standarddlvhich arepublicly stated in the school's administrative

'a regulations.
How can feaulty fears of evaluation be addressed end alleyed?

. Of course not everydne will be equally satisfied with the justification of evaluation? But, for the

majority, it Is understood that a systematic approach to evaluation can deter administrators from

making personnel. decisiona that ars arbitrary or capricious. The complete involvement of faculty

. during development of the system, and public articulation of aN purposes, procedures. and criteria

can help to keep the system open and flexible and can makefaculty more receptive. In addition, if

. facutty de ielopment le a stated component of theevaluation system, then a substantial effort shotild

° be made In that regard or else faculty may withdraw their trust and support.

Wihat prompts faculty to use the resources afil faculty development center?
Faculty participation in tnese programs is not compulsory; consequently, all faculty do rfot partici-

pate. On the other hand, Ann@ Raymond-Savage, director of Old Dominion University's Center for

Instructional Development, says that.faculty participatiorilhere involves the teachers who already

perform well but who are bored with traditional teaching-methods and who want to try innovative

approaches. Mary Lynn Crow, at the University of Texas at Arlington, saysthat many of the people

who use that school's. Facility Development Cent* are faculty mmbers who come In to work on

those parts of performance that were not highly rated on en evaluation.

How can faculty development programa Improve Watling?
A good example of thit is West VVginia University's Insavional Felinws Program. Under this
progiam, intereated faculty attend seminars and teaching/learning workshops, where discussions

range from the psychology of the teaching/learning process to the application of innovative teaching

methods. An unusual aspect of the Instructional Fellows Program is a course that all participants

must teach in which the new methods of instruction artiltad out. Called "The Neture of Evidence' It
isa multidisciplinary course that asks, for example: lithere anything common In the viay, that a

chemist, an anthropologist or linguist go about acquiring information and appiying.that information to

the solution of a problem?" To answer thikquestion, the students work together In small groups,

gathering and analyzing information, with guidance from the teacher. In this processcalted
"guided design"!---the students do the thinking. The background for the course is pre-prepared by

the program coordinators so that the teachers can concentrate sblely on using the techniques

learned at the seminarrand workshops to stimulate tfte learning. T.he techniques that work for the

instructora in this course may then be applied to their regutar courses. Among the instructional

techniques that are being used in addition to guided design are: personalized inatructioq; audio-

tutobal Instruction; competeney-hased testing; slmulations; and case studies.

. .

Director of freshman engineering at +Abet Virginia University, Charles E. Wales (standing, left).
applies "guided design" techniques In this teething of a basic engineering course. As co-director of

WVU's Instructional Fellows Program, Dr. Wales la working to encourage other teachers at the
university.to irtiprove the qU'ality of their teaching.

7
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dergraduatit Education in the
South, Atlanta: Southern Regional
EdutatioN,Board, 1979.

,

O'Connell, W.R., Smartt, S.H.,
Improving Faculty Evaluation: A
Trial in Strategy, Atlanta: Southern
Regional Education Board, 1979.

Two good.discussions onufaculty
resistance to evaluation and student
involveinent in valuation, are
available in:

Gaff, Jerry G. (Ed.), New Direc-
tions for Higher Education: Institb-,
tional Renewal Throu# the Im-
provement of Teaching, Number 24,
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978.,

Wales, C.E., Stager, A.A., The
Guided Design; Approach, En-
glewood Cliffs, N.J.:. Educational
Technology Publications. inc.;
1978.

The following SREB titles are out
of print; howeyer, they may be
sedured from thb ERIQC Document
Reproduction Services, Box 190,
Arlington, Va., 22210. The .ERIC
numbers follow the corresponding
title.

Boyd, James E., Schietinger, E.f.,
Fcculty Evaluation Procedures in
Southern Colleges and Universities,
Atlanta: Southern Regional Edu-
cation Board, 1976. ERIC No.
ED121155

CrOw, . c4 al. .Paculty De-
'velopment Centers in Southern
Universities, Atlanta: Southern Re-

-gional Education Board, 1976. ERIC
No. ED129132

Facility Evaluation for Improved
Learning, Atlanta: Southern Re-
gional Education Board, 1977. ERIC

ED149683
The "Arizona Course/Instructor

Evaluation Questionnaire (CIEQ)"
hasheen used by many colleges and
universities across the country.
Copiei of the form are included in a
Results Interpretation Manual
which is available from the Office of
ins,ructional Research and De-
velopment, University of Arizona,
1325 Speedway Boulevard, Tucson,
Afizona 85721.
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Centre College k tentucky,. which
entered its 100th.yearlast September,
his been awarded a grant from the
AndreW W. Mellon Foundation
which wilysupport a study of cur-
ricula and course content, and
which will nable faculty to study
and do res arch on their own. Al-.
lowing fa ulty to expand their
"areas of nowledge" in this way is
part of a effort to make the college's
curric Ya More interdisciPIinary.

Ui4er a new program develdped at
ta State University in Mississippi,

people over 21 years of age, who have
failed to meet the school's admissions
.requireinenes in the past, may now be
accepted on a non-degree basis. The

. 0
'et

8
o 0 f

0
!

"over 21" program stipulates that the
adult be a high schObl- graduate or
have passed the General Eaucitioir
Development Teat (GED).. After corn- .

pleting 12 semester hours in the pro-
gram with at least a 2.0 grade point
average, 'the student may reapply tO

theuniverhity for admilsion into a de-.
gree progrEtin.

Analyzing North Carolina's state
.

and lcitial public policy is ihe focus of a
nevi, program for graduate and under-
graduate students at Duke University.
With support from the Z. Smith
Reynblds Foundation, the program
offers to- future North, Carolina
decisiwakers a synthesis of the
econo , political, socisl and other
asOeelithat affect state and local pub.
lic policy.

Involvement Qf undergreduates in

I.

a

. . . `.. '.!e
-

k
the program is_ pragmatic; they will
study-state prWem areas by waror
two internship*. The graduate re-
quirement is completion of, a thesis
based on research into a North
Carolina public policy problem.

.

1. .1 -

With support frbm the Sloan Fowl!
dati$n; the Cogni*Science Center at
'the UniversitY aillraaw -at -Austin-is
continuing its study of how the mind
perceives and processes 4nfortnation.
The center, which is. similfir to one at
the "Massachusetts Instituie of Tech-
nologi; combines traditional disci-
plines in order to gain insights into the
mental processes.

An analysis.of what happens when
we read, for example, may combine
04asearch findings from pemantics, in-
thrpretive skills; and the neurophysi-
ology of the eye, to name a few.

Note: Regional Spotlight is issued quarterlya during each acadeinic year. The articles are created by the writer-editor with
the assistance of persons knowledgeable in the field being treated. Newspaper, inagazine and periodical editors arkinvited
to use the material here in whole or. in part. When SREB material is used, please provide a sample copy of the issue in
Which it appears to the Board '. addressed to the writer-editor's attention.
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